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                                    Our Dining


Delightful dining choices at Up & Above, Michelin-starred restaurant Elements, or choose to dine in the Award-winning signature restaurant Yamazato.
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                                    Our Health & Leisure


Relax in the amazing 25-metre cantilevered pool.

Keep fit in the state-of-the-art fitness centre.

Find peace and tranquility at The Okura Spa.
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                                    Our Meetings & Events


Grand Ballroom with spectacular chandeliers handing from the nine metre high ceiling.
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                                    Our Hotel + Flight


Enjoy exclusive deals when you choose to fly and stay with us.
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                Accommodation


Luxury, comfort and convenience


The Okura Prestige Bangkok simply oozes luxury and comfort. All 240 hotel rooms and suites in Bangkok offer impressive city views through triple-glazed tinted panoramic windows that insulate against both heat and noise. Choose from 10 distinctive categories of Prestige accommodation.
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    Deluxe


In keeping with Okura’s principles of ‘Simplicity and Elegance’, our spacious Deluxe rooms are designed to allow the exquisite quality of their materials.
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    Club


The Club rooms are perfect for business and leisure guests seeking comfort and exclusivity with a range of special privileges.
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    Suite


The Suite comprises rooms of understated, elegant style on one of The Okura Prestige Bangkok’s hotel highest levels.
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                Special Offers


Choose your luxurious offers


View our special offer for your next stay and check out our promotion at Up & Above, Michelin-starred restaurant  Elements, or choose to dine in the Award-winning signature restaurant Yamazato and The Okura Spa.
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                Restaurants


Our Culinary Taste and Expertise


Experience unforgettable authentic flavours and inspired modern cuisine at the hotel’s three fine dining outlets embracing Japanese haute cuisine at Yamazato, a Michelin Plate restaurant, French cuisine with Japanese influence at our Michelin-starred Elements restaurant, and endless varieties of Asian and western dishes at our all day dining venue Up & Above.
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Elements, inspired by Ciel Bleu

                                    One Michelin Star Restaurant



                        One Michelin Star Restaurant
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Yamazato

                                    Award Winning Authentic Japanese Cuisine



                        Award Winning Authentic Japanese Cuisine
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Up & Above Restaurant and Bar

                                    All Day Dining at its best
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La Pâtisserie

                                    Delicious Bakeries 
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                Health & Leisure


Dramatic city views from the 25th floor infinity pool in Bangkok


The Okura Prestige Bangkok offers facilities that bring you to new heights, with pristine views over the Bangkok horizon. The fitness centre, cantilevered infinity pool and spa are all in close proximity to provide an area of inner peace, away from any distractions and perfect for experiencing the city of Bangkok from a different perspective.
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Dramatic city views from the 25th floor infinity pool


The Okura Prestige Bangkok offers facilities that bring you to new heights, with pristine views over the Bangkok horizon. The fitness centre, cantilevered infinity pool and spa are all in close proximity to provide an area of inner peace, away from any distractions and perfect for experiencing the city of Bangkok from a different perspective.
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    Spa  

    
    The Okura Spa in Bangkok is a hidden sanctuary where your privacy and comfort is our top priority.
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    Swimming Pool  

    
    Cantilevered on the 25th floor, the hotel's 25-metre swimming pool is a stunning architectural feature.
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    Fitness Centre  

    
    For guests who like to keep in shape while away from home, The Okura Prestige Bangkok provides a well-equipped Fitness Centre with fully-integrated TV screens and music hubs on all cardio machines.
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    The Club Lounge  

    
    The Club Lounge is a haven for relaxation, offering an intimate dining and lounge space exclusive to Club guests.
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                Meetings & Events


Spacious, flexible events space in a convenient, accessible city centre location


The Okura Prestige Bangkok is perfectly positioned for conferences, product launches, meetings, weddings, gala dinners and a variety of other special events. At The Okura Prestige Bangkok we believe in the importance of one-on-one personal care. Our in-house team includes dedicated event consultants who liaise with clients to ensure that all their needs are fulfilled.
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Spacious & flexible events space at accessible city-centre location
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    Grand Ballroom


The Grand Ballroom's ceiling is nine metres high and features stunning chandeliers...
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    Sora Room


Filled with natural light from large windows in the daytime and illuminated by the glow...
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    Drawing Room


Designed for more intimate occasions, the two Drawing Rooms feature contemporary...
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  A hotel that combine style and hospitality



  [image: ]When choosing a hotel in Bangkok, hotels along the Chao Phraya River tend to attract attention, but this stylish hotel, located in a business district with convenient transportation, has been praised for its comprehensive strength in hardware and hospitality software.

I thought the breakfast was very delicious. I also felt the hospitality of the front desk and concierge. The guest rooms had a stylish design, but I particularly appreciated their cleanliness.
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  A very quiet, tranquil environment with top quality service and outstanding facilities in my preferred location.



  [image: ]As a regular customer at Okura Prestige I always got the attention a guest may expect from a 5 stars hotel. Personally I find his "Japanese touch", displayed by the staff attitude in general and the offering of food, particularly the Japanese style traditional breakfast, to be a big plus. This makes of the Okura Prestige a very special place, quiet and sophisticate, and it is why I became a regular guest of the Hotel, that has a very peculiar swimming pool and excellent first class facilities.
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  Best in Bangkok



  [image: ]I would give more than 5 stars if the website allows me. My experience in Okura has been immaculate. I have never known this hotel chain until it was recommended by my colleagues. The service was top notch from the moment I checked in. Huge room with great service (they clean up twice a day I think), breakfast was the best I ever had in a hotel. I would totally stay there again in my future visits to Bangkok. Highly recommended.
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Catch up on all the latest news and events!
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